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Attempt all questions.

Use of Calculafors is permitted-

Attempt any four of the following .

(a) Calculate the current in all parts of the 5

network shown in Fig. I (a)

l0A

Fig. I (a)
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(ii)
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(b) Define superposition theorem Find the cur:rent

in 5 Q resistance using it in Fig. I (b)

Fig. 1 (b)

(c) Calculate the value of maximum power that

may be delivered to R1 in the ckt shown in

rig. 1 (c).

Fig. I (c)
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(d) A resistance of 20 Q and inductance of

02 H and capacitance of 100 pF are

connected in series across 220 V. 50 Hz

mains. Determine the following : (i) impedance

(ii) current (iii) voltage across R" L and C

(iv) power in watt (v) pf and phase angle.

In the circuit shown in Fig. I (e) determine

the frequency at which the Vou, is zero. Also

calculate the Vo,r, at 2 kIlz.

Fig. I (e)

Write the three differences between electric 5

and magnetic circuit. An iron ring has a cross

section of 3 sq. cm and a mean diameter of

25 cm. An air gap of 0.4 mm has been made

by a cut across the section of the ring. The ring

is wound with a coil of 200 turns through u,hich

a current of 2A is passed. If the total magnetic

flux is 0.21 mWb, find the relative permeability

of iron assuming no leakage.

(e)

(0
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2 Attempt any four of the following:

(a) Three identical coils, each hariqgrresistanee '5

of 15 Q and inductance of 0..O3 rH are

connected in delta acfioss a fthrse rphase

400 V, 50 Hz supply- C.alsrlate .:

(i) phase currerf

(ii) line current

(iii) Pzq, Qtq and ScO

(iv) pf

O) In the measurement of 3 @ power by two 5

wattmeter method, derive the relation of.pf.
pf of three phase load :

W1+W2

(c) A symmetrical star connected three phase load 5
is made of three identical coils having an

internal resistance of l2Q and inductance of

142 mH. The power taken by this load when
connected to a balanced three phase three
wire supply of 400 V, 50 Hz is measured
by two watt meter method. Find the readings
of two watt meters and total three phase power.

(d) Define deflecting, controlling and damping 5
torque. Explain eddy current damping.

,l^|i1ry-w,
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(e) Bxplain theconstructionard'woikrqdBrinciple

of PMMC,instrument. Write, its rnerits. and

dernerits.

'(D A;correctlyradjusted single phase.23O V

induction type watt-hour"meter'has a meter

constant of.'800 rev/kWh. Determine the speed

of:the disc in rpm for a current 20 A at a

laggrng pf of 0.9.

3 Attempt any two out of three :

(a) Discuss the principle of operation of single l0
phase transformer. Draw its phasor diagram

for lagging load and step down mode.

(b) Compare the two constructions of single l0

phase transformer. Define the efficiency

and voltage regulation for transformer.

A single phase transformer has .a core

whose cross sectional area is 150 cm2; operates

at maximum flux density of l.l Wb/m2 from

a'50 Hz supply. If .secondary winding has 66

turns, determine the output in kVA when

connected to a load of 4'Cl impedance. Neglect

any voltage drop in the transformer.
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(c) With the help of circuit diagram, explain

how open circuit test and short circuit test

are performed.

A short circuit test is conducted on a

5 kVAb 400 Vl 100 V single phase transfiormer

with 100 V winding shorted. The input voltage

at full load current is 40 V The wattmeter on

the input reads 250 W Find power factor for

which voltage regulation at full load is zero.

Attempt any two out of three :

(a) Derive the emf equation in d.c. machine.

Draw and explain magnetization and load

characteristics of d.c. shunt generator

(b) Discuss any two methods to control the speed 10

of d.c. motor below rated speed.

The armature of a 6 pole lap wound d.c

shunt motor takes 400 A at a speed of 350 rpm.

The flux per pole is 80 mWb, the number of

turns is 600 and 3Yo of the torque is lost in

windage friction and iron losses. Calculate the

brake horse power.

(c) Clearly explain the principle of operation l0

of three phase alternator.

l0

10
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5 Attempt any two out of three : rf !

(a) Why three phase induction motor can not l0

clperate at synohronous speed ? With the

help of neat diagram explain the working

clf star-delta starter.

(b) Why the single phase induction motor is not l0

self-starting ?

Explain the role of auxillary winding. Discuss

one method of starting in single phase induction

motor.

(c) Write the short notes on stepper motor. 10
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